February 8, 2022

To the Members of the United States Congress:

We call on Congress to complete work on the full Fiscal Year 2022 appropriations. With another stop gap Continuing Resolution likely necessary before the current continuing resolutions expires on February 18, almost one-third of the entire fiscal year will have elapsed. Another continuing resolution of any significant duration will undermine investments critical to our nation’s economic growth and national security.

**Defense:** The recent – and overwhelmingly bipartisan – FY22 National Defense Authorization Act is intended to ensure American readiness at a time of provocative actions by China, Russia and other nations. Neither Pentagon planners, nor the firms at the heart of America’s Defense Industrial Base, can execute the major modernization and readiness programs of the NDAA when funding remains stuck at last year’s levels.

**Procurement:** Similar problems affect other federal agencies and the private sector firms that deliver to them the goods and services they need. Congress’s bad habit of relying on CRs slows down the ability of agencies to seek contractors, and may force companies to avoid the risk of bidding on them. In particular, we are concerned with CR-caused delays to initiatives needed urgently to address supply chain bottlenecks.

**Infrastructure:** The CR makes administrating federal transportation spending and deploying the new bipartisan infrastructure law exceptionally complicated. While the Highway Trust Fund’s FY22 highway allocation is expected to be $52.5 billion, states can spend no more than $17.9 billion through February 18. The CR prevents the vast majority of new spending authorized in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, including not just transportation, but telecommunication, drinking water, wastewater, resilience and other investments the law provides.

The temporary, stopgap funding provided by CRs has never been intended to be a permanent solution to funding the federal government. We urge you to finalize the FY22 Appropriations bills.

Sincerely,
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